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away ? A lecturer may be excused for blushing slightly,
before he faces that essential question. But the value of his
performance does not depend entirely on himself. For it is
necessarily restricted by the universal limitations of all
lectures. An hour of talking gives him time to utter about
eight thousand words—-say, four and twenty pages. But
the looser textures of the spoken word, with all its repetitions
and its emphasis, compels a speaker to proceed far more
leisurely than he would with his pen in hand. So his eight
thousand words of lecture would probably compress, if
written down for printing, into fifteen pages, which a reader
could easily absorb in half an hour. So the lecture-
audience is, in point of time, a loser. That is to say, it
could acquire more knowledge in a shorter period if it
stayed at home and read a book. But would it ? That
question embodies the main (and almost the sole) defence of
lectures.
But the lecture is a comparatively worthless thing, if its
effect is ended when the audience troops out and the lec-
turer goes back to his hotel. He may have uttered his eight
thousand words and imparted his fifteen pages of information.
But unless some, at least, of his hearers are inspired to read
a little further on the subject, his effort has been largely
wasted and he has been little more than a respectable
distraction—a blameless movie or an innocuous play. For
the lecture must, if it does its duty, serve as an incitement
to reading ; and if the more listless members of the audience
employ it merely as a substitute, their time—as well as the
lecturer's—has been very nearly wasted. That is the haunt-
ing fear which shadows every smiling figure that stands
acknowledging the mild applause in which his lecture ends.
It would be less, I think, if lecture-programmes were less
richly diversified. For how can any speaker hope to set his
hearers reading history by an hour's talk, if someone a week
before has entertained them with " Child Life in Armenia "
and they are to listen a week hence to " Bird-lore " with
vocal imitations ? But that problem is for lecture-corn-

